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Foreword
to

On Second Thought

This report on the 1989-1990 National Issues Fo-
nuns (NW) is a summary of the conversations that
took place this past fall and winter in more than1,700
community Forums and study circles convened by
civic and educational institutions in 47 states, includ-
ing colleges and universities, churches, museums and
libraries, local civic and service organizations. NIF is
the largest ongoing effort in the nation to engage
American citizens in nonpartisan discussion and
debate about pressing domestic issues. Issues under
discussion this past year were the drug crisis, the day
care dilemma, and threats to the environment.

In the course of these discussions, participants'
thoughts and feelings change in certain ways. These
changes, reflected in ballots filled out before and,
again, after the meetings, provide a glimpse of which
assumptions and conclusions people are willing to
revise once they learn more about an issue, and once
they see how their views differ from others in their
communities. This report draws upon those ballots,
as well as upon participants' comments and reports
from moderators.

While many of the sentiments expressed in the
ballots correspond closely to findings from national
polls, this should no be mistaken for a survey of
randomly selected respondents. Participants in these
Forums were not necessarily representative. While
they live in many different parts of the nation and
represent a brow', spectrum of opinion, they are on
average slightly older and better educated than most
Americans. They are also more likely to get involved
in public issues than a majority of their peers. The

outcome of these Forums is significant not because
Forum participants are a representative group of
Americans, but rather because they show what
people think after being exposed to pertinent infor-
mation, provided in specially written, nonpartisan
study materials, and taking part in open discussions.

In a sense, NIF provides a counterpoint to that
myriad of associations that come together to further
some particular interest. The premise of NIF is that
we already know a great deal about where and how
we differ, what we need to discover is how and
where we can agree. These Forums are not convened
with the expectation that, within a few hours, partici-
pants will reach consensus about what course of
action the nation should follow. The Forums do,
however, provide an occasion for thoughtful discus-
sion about what would be best, not just for certain
groups, but for the entire nation.

On Second Thought summarizes what happens
when thousands of Americans who have no special
stakes in these issues and no predetermined positions
get together to talk about pressing public issues. It
has been prepared for the National Issues Forums by
the Kettering Foi....dation; and the section that reports
directly from the Forums was wmten by Keith
Melville of The Public Agenda roundation, who was
assisted in his analysis by John noble, Rachael Jeck,
and Amy Richardson.

For further information, write National Issues
Forums, 100 Commons Road, Dayton, Ohio 45459-
2777; call 1 -800- 433 -7834 or 1-800-433-4819 (in
Ohio).



INTRODUCTION:
THE PUBLIC AND
POLITICS
The tumultuous winds of change sweeping over the
political landscape of Easter!, Europe serve once
more to remind us that governments no matter
how powerfully entrenched are, in the beginning,
created by the public and can, in the end, be brought
down if they do not sufficiently understand and
reflect the fundamental values of their citizens.

In a democratic society, change occurs in much
less cataclysmic fashion. The public has no less
potent a role to play, but many of us have forgotten
or misunderstood its meaning and importance.
Typically, we tend to assume that our job is to elect
our leaders and vote "yes" or "no" on issues that
appear on the ballot when we do vote. We assume
that it is he job of our elected leaders to govern. Oh,
we reserve the right to gripe on street cit,! rs, write
letters to our representatives, and mare., in protest;

but basically, in politics as usual, citizens often do
not see any more useful function for themselves

until the next election. And, recent studies
show that policymakers, too, have beome

less attuned to public input, unable to hear
the voice of the people in the cacaphony

of conflicting special interest demands.
Yet politics does not begin and end

in the election of officials and the
passage of legislation. It begins in the

choices that people make about the purposes and
direction of the community. There are many things
that governments are uniquely equipped to do. But
there are certain things that bureaucrats, officials,
and experts even at their best can never do.
Only the public can define the purposes of the
community, large or small, choose the directions in
which it should move, create common interests,
build common ground, and generate the political will
to act together.

This booklet reflects 117- judgment of groups of
citizens, throughout the nation, who are doing just
that.
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Panics as Usual
Typically in politics as usual we frame issues
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in terms of positions. Issues are presented to the
public with the arguments "for" in one column and
the arguments "against" in another. Or a case is
made from a position left of center and then balanced
with one from the right. And there is often a compro-
mise position somewhere between the twc touted as
having broad, even majority, support. Facts are piled
up to support the various partisan arguments. Now
we begin to engage in solution wars, debating which
of the predetermined solutions is best little aware
that there is still no agreement on the nature of the
problem and uninformed about our full range of
options or how our values are reflected or might be
affected by those options.

In politics as usual, we try to educate the public
by giving them the facts. And, certainly, relevant
facts are essential. Still, if the community is to make
wise choices it has to know more than just the facts.
A community has to know the constraints on its
choices, the likely costs and consequences of various
options, the connections between one particular
choice and other choices. And it must know these
things in the context of the different meanings facts
have for different people. You don't get that kind of
knowledge from experts or political leaders; you
don't get it from the media, or by learning more
facts; political leaders can't get it from their advisers
or pollsters. It is reached only when people talk
together, weigh alternatives together, and find out
why, to each of them, some alternatives seem more
compelling than others.

To govern itself, the public must see how the
whole of the community fits together as a system.
Knowing only particular parts won't do the job. The
public's knowledge of itself is fundamentally an
extended knowledge of how things are connected.
Such knowledge may seem a tall order, but what
makes it possible is collective memory and the
insights that come from shared reflection. To acquire
this kind of public knowledge, we have to have a
dialogue that is shared, reflective, and, most of all,
deliberative.

Public Opinion and Public Judgment
Conventional politics is often seduced by the siren
song of raw opinion what people think the first
time they are asked about an issue or a candidate.
That is the volatile top layer of "public opinion"
skimmed off by pollsters and policymakers when
they identify a course of action that may have the
approval of 55 percent of the people. But this means,
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of course, that 45 percent of the people do not
approve. We are so familiar with politics as head-
counting as though it were a marketplace transac-
tion where the prize goes to the highest bidder
that we are prone to forget that decision by majority
vote is not democracy's best resort; it is the last
resort.

Certainly we are all prone to snap opinions and
knee-jerk reactions. Yet we also have the capacity
for changing our first impressions into more shared
and reflective judgment. Judgment, unlike opinion, is
what we think the second time after we have
thought about the implications of our position, talked
with others, understood what different human values
drive them, and "worked through" the conflicts that
arise from those differing values. It is the product of
a perspective that is not simply comprehensive, but
integrated. This is the kind of perspective in which
we see how others' convictions stem from values
that, in part, we sham; in which we come to under-
stand not only connections but consequences; in
which we see how the whole of the community
functions as a social system.

Our political opinions are shaped by our values,
and many of our values are at variance with one
another. But when we deliberate, we dig below
layers of differences to unearth a deeper set of values
that are, to some extent, shared by all of is. When
we do that, we begin to form a new, more compre-
hensive view. That view is the common ground that
enables us to arrive at shared judgments. And a
shared judgment is what enables us to act together,
while retaining differences in our opinions and
priorities.

Talk and Action
There is no conventional political wisdom more
often repeated than the saying, "talk is cheap." But
talk is not cheap. Nor is it the antithesis of action. On
the contrary, talk is action. In politics, talk has two
essential functions. The first is to enable the commu-
nity to inform itself with a public knowledge that
goes beyond the "facts" as they are usually pre-
sented, and to discover the facts of different people's
experiences. The second is to "work through" the
conflicts of values that lie deep within every issue.
Public talk goes beyond talking about to talking
through the issues,

Public talk is not an end in itself, of course. It
produces results. When we talk deliberatively and
work through an issue, perspectives change. t,s



opinions interact with one another they are trans-
formed into shared and reflective *figments. We see
what is happening and who is affected more clearly
because we see more comprehensively. Once this
happens, our sense of a problem and how various
people relate to it will change. So can our inclination
to act, If the working through goes on long enough,
common ground, a sense of politically supportable
actions, emerges.

For judgment is more than a way of seeing; it is
an inclination to act in a certain way. It follows from
a change in perspective because, when we see things
differently, we are usually disposed to act differ-
ently. Practicing politics in the usual sl ay leads us to
seek either agreement or compromise. Yet agreement
among a majority can leave a disaffected minority of
considerable proportion; and compromise always lies
somewhere between us, satisfying no one. It is more
useful to lock for common ground. Common ground
is not the ground of total agreement and it is not the
ground of compromise. Common ground is shareable
ground. It does not require that we be in absolute
agreement. It is an area whose boundaries are
marked by the political actions we can live with; it
encompasses the range of actions that are politically
possible.

The National issues Forums
Each winter, the National Issues Forums identify
three issues of pressing national concern for discus-
sion in the Forums that will begin the following fall.
A clearly written, nonpartisan boo.det that presents
three or four major policy choices is then developed
by The Public Agenda Foundation for each issue.
This year the issues were drugs, day care, and
environmental protection.

Most special interest discussichs, party plat-
forms, and conversations based on ideology tend to
lead us, at best, to line up "for or against" a proposed
course of action. In that kind of politics you are
always either a winner or a loser. What is distinctive
about the choices laid out in the NIF issue books is
that each is informed by a clear, understandable, and
to some extent even shared human impulse; there is
something about each choice that we warm to. And
that is why, as we weigh the pros and cons of each,
there is always the possibility of creating a piece of
common ground among us, instead of merely voting
each choice up or down.

Each of these choices is a human choice, not
somebody's predetermined solution. Choices are
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designed so that we respond to them, so that as we
talk about them we can hammer out the differences
between us. Viable public policy that is to say, a
policy that we can all stand behind is not the
"choice" that gets 51 percent of the vote and leaves
49 percent of the people unhappy. It is a course of
action, a policy direction, that we are prepared to
accept after weighing all of the alternatives in
conversation together. You can't get at this any way
other than by having people talk through options that
reflect shareable concerns. NIF "choices" are identi-
fied because they will help us to a satisfying, politi-
cal solution, not because they are the three or four
proposed policies that happen to be in the existing
political arena.

In politics as usual, debates are designed to show
where we disagree, what is right about my side and
wrong about yours. The kind of public talk in which
these Forums engage is designed to enable us to
discover what we share. In politics as usual, negotia-
tions are designed to reach compromise, to discover
what each side will give up. This kind of public talk,
on the other hand, is designed to discover a new
perspective, a view of the whole that does not exist
until we bring our individual views together.

The Public Playing Its Part
The National Issues Forums, whose work for the past
year is summed up in the following pages, continue
to play an indispensable role in fostering serious
public talk. Making choices about the nation's
purposes and setting directions on critical policy
issues are their central function. They provide
occasions for confronting the costs and consequences
that constrain all choices. They provide the environ-
ment for working through the conflicts between
values that make choices difficult. Their job is to
transform first opinion into public judgment. Forums
make it possible for people with disparate positions
and interests to find mutually acceptable responses to
common problems.

In a sense, the National Issues Forums are an
exercise program, designed to help citizens talk
about alternative approaches to important issues and
work toward choices that arc based on shareable con-
cerns. Now, exercises are specialized behaviors that
prepare us for practical behaviors. The day after an
exercise class, people do not go around touching
their toes or doing push-ups on the way to work. And
after a Forum, the participants do not go out the next
day solidly proclaiming one of the policy options. But



when a community has to make decisions about can-
didates or about specific legislation, these citizens are
prepared because they have participated in an exer-
cise that has left them with a better map of political
realities, of what is shareable and what is not, of
where the possibilities are and where they are not.

Today, our most serious political impasses are
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those in which the very definition of the problem is
unclear where the question is not who gets what,
but whether we can take any useful action at all.
Such problems are not those that governments and
their experts can fix by themselves. This book, On
Second Thought, provides a small glimpse a the
public playing its part.
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The Drug Crisis:
Public Strategies for
Breaking the Habit
Soon after President Bush unveiled a major new
narcotics control program on January 25, he was
asked if he thought the government's success in
dealing with the drug problem would be a major test
of his administration. "I think it's the big one," he
replied, "and I think it's a test not just for the admini-
stration, but for every community in the country,
every state, every local government, for the people."

Judging by the comments made in the opening
moments of many of the Forums on the drug prob-
lem, there is a broad consensus that this is the
biggest problem facing the nation and that coming
to terms with it poses a major test of our ability to re-
spond to public problems.

But while the White House indicates that its and-
drug strategy is beginning to succeed, most partici-
pants in the NIF meetings on this topic remain un-
convinced. Asked whether the nation's illegal drug

problem is worse than it was five years ago, nine
out of ten people agreed that h is. Significantly,

when asked about the drug problem in their
own communities, most said that the local

drug problem is worse than it was a few
years ago.

What Should Be Done?
Whether or not success is already ap-

parent, the central question is what anti-drug
strategy is most likely to be effective. In the words
of a recent New York Times editorial, it woul4 be
desirable to find "a coherent policy on which both
parties could unite. It would be a welcome triumph if
the two sides could stop fighting each other and
concentrate on the common enemy."

The purpose of these community Forums on
drugs was to provide an occasion for talking about
how to respond to the drug problem. What is likely
to prove successful in stopping drugs? Which
measures are compatible with the other things we
value such as civil liberties, the freedom to do
what we choose except when individual behavior
harms others or creates a public menace. Which
measures are simply unworkable?



In the Forums, participants examined and dis-
cussed four broad strategies: stepping up the interna-
tional drug war to stop drugs at the source; cracking
down on domestic dealers; reducing demand by
targeting drug users; and legalizing drugs.

Stopping Drugs at /'ile Source
The international narcotics trade is the source of
roughly 80 percent of the illicit drugs used in the
United States. Each year, traffickers smuggle into
this country some 5 metric tons of heroin, more than
100 metric tons of cocaine, and an estimated 5,000
n.^tric tons of marijuana.

Some pewle insist that the most promising way
to cope wi:h the drug crisis is to destroy narcotics at
their source or in transit, before they get to the U.S.
distribution network.

For this purpot-:, the administration's itcw anti-
drug plan proposes an additional $206 million In aid
to military and law enforcement authorities of the
three major cocaine- growing nations Peru, Bolivia,
and Colombia as well as money to encourage
forme::: in those nations to grow Gther crops.

While many of the Forum participants were un-
certain whether they support the idea of giving aid to
farmers in such nations as an incentive to stop
srowing crops, some supported it. In the words of a
middle-aged woman from Troy, Ohio: "Something
needs to be done now. I et's start at the source in
Colombia and Bolivia, and pay farmers to stop
growing illicit drugs."

On the whole, nowever, this is not a very popular
measure, nor one that most people think will be
effective in solving America's drug problem. By the
time the Forums ended, those who opposed subsidies
to drug-gro giving farmers ontnumbered those who
favored 'Item by about 2-to- Similarly, there was a
good dol of opposition to proposals to impose
sanctions on countries that tolerate the r'sug industry.
Finally, as many participants opposed such sanctions
as those who favored them.

Many participants felt that there arc serious
problems in attempting to deal with tiw, drug problem
in, this way. They worried about the implications of
'intcrfering in the affairs of other nations. Some felt
hat sut. o drug-growing farmers to persuade
them to itch :.,ops would never work. Most of all,
many Forum participants subscribe to the "push
down, pop up" theory: even A' we arc successful in
suppressing or eliminating drugs from one supplier
nation, other suppliers will fill the void and
America's drug problem will remain just as serious

\k I
"1:0011.,'

as it is today.
As a man from Marietta, Ohio, put it: "Let's stop

putting on political show that makes it look as if
we're doing something in Colombia. We have to
solve the problem where the demand exists, in our
country."

If the drug trade cannot be stopped at its source,
perhaps it can he stopped at the borders. Proposals to
step up border patrols, to increase interdiction
efforts, and to use the military to keep drugs out of
the country all commanded substantia. pport. By
the time the Forums ended, 3-to-1 majorities sup-
ported greatly stepped-up border patrols. By the
same margin, there was broad support for using the
U. S. military to fight the drug war along the borders.

Repeatedly, Forum participants said that this is a
war, and should be fought like any other war with
the be resources we can marshal. "Considering the
gravity of the situation," said a male Forum partici-
pant from Garden Grove, California, "the Band-Aid
approaches we're currently using are unrealistic."

Domestic Law Enforcement
After considering stepned-up efforts to stop the drug
trade at the be:ders, most of the Forums turned to
domestic enfbrcement. The past few years, the mes-
sage of one poll after another is that the public
strongly supports tough domestic law enforcement to
deal with the drug problem. A 1988 Washington Post
survey, for example, found that a large majority sup-
ports such measures as allowing police to stop cars at
random to search for drugs, and that roughly half the
American public favor,; mandatory 1 -year jail sen-
tences for cocaine users, even first-time offenders.

By and large, the get-tough approach was fav-
ored by many Forum participants. Initially, people
voiced their concern that local law enforcement
officials seem ovtiv. helmed by drug dealers who are
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bolder, more visible, and more solidly entrenrhed
than ever before. In most Forums, there was strong
support for the assertion that law enforcement of-
ficials must act more forcefully to apprehend and
punish drug dealers. "As long as drugs are available
in our communities," said a woman from Hollywood,
Florida, "the drug problem will never be Itopped."

Some people countered with the assertion that if
the current dealers are jailed, others are ready to take
their place as long as drug selling remains a lucrative
business. But most people are adamant about the
importance of stepped-up enforcement. "We've got
to send a message to the drug dealers," said a woman
from West Palm Beach, Florida. "'They need to know
that we will not tolerate the destruction of our com-
munity and our country. We will take any measures
possible to stop them."

The sentiments expressed in that comment were
widely supported. A large majority is convinced not
only that stepped-up domestic enforcement is impor-
tant to "send a message" to the drug dealers, but also
that such measures will be effective in cjealing with
the problem. When asked about the probable effects
of cracking down on drug sellers through increased
police patrols and harsher penalties for dealers, an
overwhelming majority of these Forum participants
(87%) said such measures would be effective in
cutting down on the drug supply.

And with regard to penalties for convicted drug
dealers, Forum participants definitely favored a get-
tough approach. Although about 20 percent were
unceitain whether small-time drug dealers should be
arrested and prosecuted, roughly two-thirds of
Forum participants favor such measures even if
they clog the courts and require building more
prisons. After all, as a number of people said, the law
specifies that drugs are illegal, so we cannot permit
open-air "drug markets."

Nonetheless, some law enforcement measures
are considered too intrusive, too much of a threat to
our civil liberties. Participants were cautious atout
giving law enforcement officials free reign to search
cars or homes without a search warrant. Such
measures were opposed by a 2-to-I margin.

Finally, Forum participants addressed a question
that members of Congress have debated on several
occasions, whether the law should permit the execu-
tion of drug traffickers who commit or order murder.
By the time the Forums ended, those who favored
imposing the death penalty under such circumstances
outnumbered those who opposed by a 3-to-1
margin.

Going After Drug Users
If a majority of Forum participants strongly supports
stepped-up domestic enforcement activities, there is
strong support, too, for cracking down on drug users,
tackling the drug problem by making new efforts to
reduce demand. A recent federally sponsored study
found that more than 50 percent of a national sample
of high school students questioned said that they
have on at least one occasion used an illicit drug. An
estimated 23 million Arm, .:c-ns continue to use
illicit drugs at least once a r .nth.

From the perspective of those who favor reduc-
ing demand as the most promising solution, this is a
very troubling symptom. If a substantial fraction of
those users could be persuaded to stop, the drug
market would shrink, sparing potential victims of
drug-related crime.

Accordingly, advocates of this approach favor
various measures to reduce demand, ranging from
expanded drug education to mandatory drug testing,
and punitive measures targeted at users.

Not surprisingly, there is widespread support for
xpanded drug education efforts. "Educating kids is

the key," says a woman from Isar; Beach, Califor-
nia. "If they knew the effects ar:' :rte dangers, they
might think twice before getting involved." In the
words of a female participant in Forums in the
Lebanon, Ohio, area, "Even though its results won't
be immediately apparent, we have to step up educa-
tional efforts to reduce the demand for drugs."

Summarizing the results of discussion in Merid-
ian, Mississippi, on this topic, a Forum moderator
says that "Educational programs are potentially the
most powerful long-term weapons against drug
abuse. Such programs should be part of the curricu-
lum from kindergarten through twelfth grade."

Although many Forum participants had reserva-
tions about mandatory drug- testing programs, a solid
70 percent majority finally agreed that private com-
panies should conduct random tests, even if some
people regard this as an invasion of privacy. Manda-
tory testing in schools and the workplace was
widely regarded by Forum participants as an effec-
tive way to identify users, and thus to reduce demand.

While roughly one-quarter of the people who
took part in these discussions opposed harsher
penalties for all identified drug users even those
who occasionally use marijuana two out of three
favor such penalties. Interestingly, the proposal to
impose harsher penalties for all drug users receives
far more support among younger Forum participants
than among those who are 30 or older.
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Legalizing Drugs
Although many Americans favor a get-tough ap-
proach, a vocal minority has recently put forward
quite a different view of how to deal with the drug
crisis. In April 1988, Baltimore Mayor Kurt

Schmoke, who had broad experience in prosecuting

drug sellers as an Assistant U.S. Attorney, stunned a
meeting of the Conference of Mayors by declaring
that the United States is losing the war on drugs.
Schmoke attracted nationwide attention when he said
"Let's at least have a national debate about decrimi-
nalizing drugs."

Schmoke and others who favor this approach are
convinced that a strategy that legalizes at least some
drugs is far more likely to succeed than existing anti-
drug efforts. While William Bennett has said that
legalization would be "an unqualified national disas-
ter," various spokesmen for this position are con-
vinced that we need to radically rethink our drug
strategy.

When the Forum discussions turned to legaliza-
tion, many people were considering the proposal for
the first time. To some, legalization seemed both
sensible and compelling. "We could learn from what
they have done in the Netherlands," said a woman
from Tuscaloosa, Alabama, "by combining anti-drug
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education with legalization to reduce the prob-
lem." Some Forum participants ster ported legalizing
marijuana but not other, more addictive drugs. In the
words of a middle-aged woman from West Palm
Beach, Florida, "We could use the tax revenues from
legalized marijuana to help support other efforts in
the war on drugs, such as increasing money for treat-
ment."

As the discussion on legalization continued,
some people who initially opposed the idea were per-
suaded of its merits. Overall, the percentage who
favored legalizing marijuana increased from
about 20 to 26 percent over the course of these
discussions.

Still, the majority view closely reflected the
results of recent national polls on this topic. After the
Forums were over, two-thirds of the participants still
opposed the legalization of marijuana, and opposi-
tion was broadly shared among participants of all
ages. A clear majority regarded legalization as an
ineffective way of dealing with America's drug
crisis, and some viewed it as a dangerously ill-
conceived proposal.

In the words of a woman from Anaheim, Califor-
nia, "I think legalizing drugs is the worst thing we
could do." A majority of participants in Forums held
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at Oakton Community College in Des Plaines,
Illinois, concluded, in the moderator's words, that
"legalization of drugs is just too great a risk for the
nation. We agree with psychiatrist Robert Coles that
legalization would amount to moral surrender." Par-
ticiparus in many Forums voiced their concern that
legalization sends mixed signals and on balance
the wrong message about our attitude toward
drugs.

Drug Treatment
While much of the discussion of responses to the
drug crisis was dominated by military metaphors
by talk of "escalating threats," "stepped-up efforts,"
and "winning the war" many participants also la-
ognized that drug addiction is a medical problem that
requires a therapeutic n-sponse.

Some people expressed surprise that drug treat-
ment is so expensive. Yearly treatment costs range
from several thousand dollars per person for drug-
free outpatient programs to $15,000 a year or more
for residential treatment programs.

Still, most people were convinced that providing
drug treatment to people who need it is an invest-
ment worth making. Roughly three-quarters of the
participants favored providing drug treatment for
anyone who needs it, even if doing so is very costly.
When participants were asked what message they
would like to convey to eiected officials about
dealing with the drug crisis, many people wrote that
drug treatment facilities must be expanded.

One of the most persuasive arguments for ex-
panding treatment facilities is that such programs
cater to the heaviest users, who are most responsible
for keeping sellers in business and who commit the
most crimes to support their habits. When treau-nent
programs are properly run, most Forum participants
agreed, they air effective in curtailing heavy users'
demands for drugs.

A Broad Agreement
In summary, there was not much support for the
proposal to stop drugs at their source through iuch
measures as subsidies for drug-growing farmers who
agree to switch to other crops. And legalizing drugs
is not an approach that many people are ready to
support.

There is, however, considerable support for
stepped-up interdiction efforts, for expanding
domestic law enforcement efforts against drug

sellers, and for expanded efforts to disr7-,rage drug
use, and if necessary aggressive .rsecute
drug users.

Most people are convinced that drug abuse is a
chronic problem that can never be completely elimi-
nated. At the same time, however, they are con-
vinced that many things can be done to significantly
reduce the proble n.

Perhaps thz most striking theme in the Forums
was the inclination of many participants to regard
this as a war, which deserves the same kind of all-out
effort we would make in other circumstances where
the nation's vital interests are dutateneu. "This is a
war," said a man from Vestal, New York, "and we
should fight it like war." A woman from Dayton.
Ohio, echoed those sentiments, saying that, "We
should fight this with all of the social, economic,
political, and military resources we have."

Significantly, there was general recognition that
fighting such a war will require a massive infusion of
public funds. A man from Lake Worth, Florida,
mute, saying that "we must stop using dollars as an
excuse for tolerating this crisis." Asked what
message he would like to send to elected officials, a
man from Yucca Valley, California, said, "Don't be
afraid to provide ample financial resources, even if it
means higher taxes." Even more emphatically, a man
from Endicott, New York, said, "Tax us to pay for
whatever it takes!"

In this respect, too, the message from Forum par-
ticipants generally mirrors national polls. A Septem-
ber 1989 Washington Post/ABC News poll, for
example, found that two out of three people nation-
wide said they are ready to pay more to fight the war
on drugs.

The overall message from these Forums on the
drug crisis is decidedly "get tough" and "do more."
In this sense, there is strong support for the hard-line
program proposed in the administration's new nar-
cotics control plan, which features more hardware
for the border patrol, mora prosecutors, more law en-
forcement officials, and more drug testing.

The President's program pas great faith in the
potential of law enforcement strategies. Overall, the
results from thew: Forums suggest that most of the
American public shares that faith. Indeed, ii would
appear from these Forums that many Americans
favor a more ambitious and expensive program than
the one put forward by the administration and one
that emphasizes drug treatment to a greater extent.
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The Day Care
Dilemma:
Who Should Be
Responsible for the
Children?
As the 1990s begin, an unprecedented amount of
legislative activity regarding child care is taking
place in Washington and in state capitals. Whether
motivated by concern for the disadvantaged, concern
about training the work force of the future, or
relieving the stress experienced by working parents,
child care proposals proliferate. In the words of
Republican Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah, "These are
the most important social bills in the entire 101st
Congress."

One reason elected officials are paying so much
attention to child care is that a record number of

mothers is in the labor force. Consequently, child
care is a matter of immediate personal concern

to millions of American voters. In one of the
most dramatic changes of the past 40 years,

the percentage of married women with
children under 6 who work in the labor

force increased from 12 percent in 1950
to 57 percent in 1987. Of the 10 million

children under 6 who have working
mothers, two-thirds have mothers who work

full-time.
Adjusting to women's new roles has required

wholesale changes in family life. In particular, the
rapid entry of married women into the labor force
has fundamentally altered the way young children
are raised. In 1)50, most families performed child-
rearing duties on the'. own, calling on relatives or
neighbors from time to time to help. Today, how-
ever, it is a different story. At all income levels,
parents scramble to put together child care arrange-
ments that meet their children's needs and their own.

14

A Patchwork Arrangement
The child care "system" is widely regarded as a
patchwork that is inadequate to the needs of parents
as well as cl-(_.ren. Many Americans and most of
the participants i i NIF Forums on this topic agree
with the assertion President Bush made in his first
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address to Congress, that child care "is one of the
most important issues facing the nation."

But when it comes to specific proposals about
what should be done, there is no consensus among
members of Congress. Some child care initiatives
would expand Head Start-type programs for the dis-
advantaged, or subsidize day care for low- and mod-
erate-income families. Others focus on setting
standards for day care providers.

Alternatively, some feel that the most promising
course of action is to put more of the burden of
responding to the needs of families with young
children on employers. This is a matter of particular
interest to the White House, where a special task
force currently pondering whether the benefits of a
proposed day care center in the New Executive
Office Building justify its considerable cost.

Various proposals are being considered at a time
when federal spending programs are severely con-
strained, when business is trying to control benefit
costs to remain competitive in the worldwide market,
and when opinion polls show that the public's desire
for social services is exceeded only by its reluctance
to pay higher taxes.

With Congress looking to fulfill its pledge to
help parents with young children, deep divisions
have become apparent about such fundamental
matters as the government's role and its limits, and
what services people should be entitled to regardless
of their income.

In discussions that touched on each of these
questions, thousands of participants in this year's
NIF Forums talked about whal should be done for
young children and their parents. The results of those
discussions cast a revealing light on what measures
the public is willing to support.

Who's Responsible?
Traditional]. , of course, the care of preschool
children was the parents' responsibility, especially
the mother's. When a middle-aged man in a Forum
held in Lisle, New York, said that "child care is fun-
damenially a family duty," he expressed a view that
is still widely held. Especially in the opening mo-
ments of the Forums on child care, that sentiment
was repeatedly stated. Being a good mother to a
young child, said a woman from Indianapolis,
Indiana, "is the most important job in the world."
What we should try to do, said another woman from
Indianapolis, is to "provide incentives for women to
stay at home."

Some participants made it clear that they oppose
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child care subsidies for families in which the
mother is a wage earner. In Park Ridge, Illinois,
several participants voiced their feci.ngs about this
subject. "The best, most effective, and least costly
Department of Health, Education and Welfare is still
the family," said one woman. Asked what message
she would like to convey to elected officials, another
participant in that Forum said, "If you pass any new
leg'slatiori, make sure it encourages women to raise
their own children, rather than encouraging them to
work outside the home. We are weakening our
country when we let the family erode."

Although that position was strongly stated, it
was a minority view. By a 2-to-1 margin, Forum par-
ticipants disagreed with the assertion that child care
is a personal problem that each family should be ex-
pected to deal with on its own. At the same time,
however, many people were wary about further
encouraging a situation in which growing numbers
of young children are tended by paid, day care
workers. Over the course of the Forums, there was
increasing support for the proposition that the
government should provide financial incentives to
encourage mothers to stay home and care for their
own preschool children. By the end of the Forums,
those who agreed with that assertion outnumbered
those who disagreed.

Still, there was general recognition that most
women today want to have both children and a
career, and that social arrangements should be made
accordingly. Even those who expressed a personal
conviction that it is better for preschool children to
have a parent as their full-time caretaker tended to
agree that the new realities of the work force and of
family life should be recognized.

As one woman from Indianapolis, Indiana, put it,
"Come on, this is 1990! We should learn from the
Europeans and catch up with the times. Working
women with children need child care options."



Infants, Toddlers, and Working Mothers
It was apparent in many discussions that participants
were hesitant about the tendency to turn children
over to surrogate caretakers at an increasingly early
age. While some mothers with young children have
long held wage-earning jobs, only in recent years has
a majority returned to the workplace while their
children are still in diapers. In 1987, 52 percent of
mothers with children under one year old were
working, compared with 32 perce It 10 years earlier.

When asked whether young chili:Jen should be
cared for exclusively by their mothers, many people
were convinced that what might be fine for 3- and 4-
year -olds may be damaging to infants and toddlers.
By a 5-to-3 margin, a majority agreed that children
between the ages of two and five do not need the
exclusive care of their mother. But when asked about
the care of infants and toddlers under the age of 2, a
different pattern emerged. By a 2-to-1 margin,
Forum participants agreed that such young children
should be cared for exclusively by their mothers.

While some people seemed reluctant to talk
about this for fear of making working mothers with
very young children feel guilty, such feelings about
the kind of care infants and toddlers need were ex-
pressed repeatedly.

Poor Kids
When discussion turned to the needs of low-income
mothers and their children, there was strong support
for expanding publicly funded child care programs
for such children. Eight out of ten participants at the
Forums agreed with the statement that low-income
mothers need child care assistance. And 73 percent
agreed that programs such as Head Start help pre-
school children do better, and help them break out of
a cycle of poverty.

Not surprisingly, then, more than 7 out of 10
Forum participants endorsed the view that the federal
government should offer child care assistance to all
low-income families with preschool children.
Judgiiig by the outcome of the Forums, there is
strong public support for President Bush's recen,
proposal to expand the Head Start program.

Child Care as a Public Responsibility
Families with young children span the entire income
spectrum. Accordingly, a central quest on in the day
care debate is whether the government should help
all families, or most of them. if not, where should the
line be drawn?

This has been a contentious point in congression-
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al debate. In an era of tight budgetary constraints,
some elected officials have said that government
resources should be targeted to the neediest. Nonethe-
less, many people are convinced that preschool
programs for children at all income levels should
become a public responsibility for the same reason
that grammar school was first provided at public
expense a century ago, for the same reason that Social
Security became a public program half a century ago.
The care of preschoolers, they insist, is a public
problem which deserves a comprehensive solution
and requires a clearly defined government role.

In most of the Forums, there was strong support
for this view, at least in principle. In the words of a
female Forum participant from Cincinnati, Ohio: "It
should be possible for women of all economic brack-
ets to do what they want. Government should help to
make quality child care affordable for women who
want to work."

"Universal day care for all preschool children,
supported in part by the federal government, is
needed for various reasons," said a man from Pekin,
Illinois. "It is needed to enable young children to
develop, to permit women to pursue careers on an
equal basis, to relieve parental stress on the job, to
enable families to have an adequate income, and to
ensure an adequate number of workers for a strong
economy."

By the time the Forums ended, a 2-to-1 majority
agreed with the assertion that universal child care is
needed to help parents balance the demands of work
and family. Women favored this proposal more often
than men, who are less convinced of the need for
universal day care, and more concerned about the cost
of providing it. When the ballots, distributed after the
Forums ended, asked participants whether the govern-
ment should subsidize child care for all preschool
children, regardless of family income, more people
agreed than disagreed but there was no clear consen-
sus. On balance, women and younger Forum partici-
pants those under 30 supported this proposal by
a considerable margin. On the other hand, men and
Forum participants 45 and over disagreed with the
proposal to subsidize child care for all preschool
children as often as they agreed.

After talking about the child care problem for
several hours, and considering various ways in which
government could respond, most people were no
more inclined at the end of the Forums than they were
at the beginning to favor a universal system of
publicly subsidized child care. Beyond the cost to
taxpayers of greatly expanding publicly subsidized
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c, Jd care, those who had reservations tended to be
concerned abe it whether such subsidies would
encourage more women to enter the work force, and
whether surrogate care is in the best interest of
young children. If Forum participants are representa-
tive of Americans as a whole, it appeors that there is
no clear agreement about publicly subsidized day
care for families at all income levels.

Corporate Role
The conversations that took place in these Forums
addressed not only government's role in helping
families with young children, but also the corporate
role, and the circumstances in which employers
should be required to provide certain benefits.
Recently, discussion about the employer's responsi-
bility has focused on two kinds of benefits: parental
leave; and on-site or near-site, corporate, child care
facilities.

As things stand, beyond laws requiring that
health conditions related to pregnancy must be
treated like other short-term disabilities, it is up to
employers to decide whether they will offer parental
leave to facilitate the parent's adjustment to the
newborn. As advocates of parental leave point out,
the United States is the only industrial nation that
does not guarantee parents the right to spend time
with newborns without jeopardizing their jobs.

The outcome of these discussions indicates
strong support for requiring employers to permit
parental leave. By the end of the Forums, three-
quarters of the participants agreed that corporations
should be required to offer job-protected parental
leave. Again, there were notable differences between
men and women. While female Forum participants
favored this proposal by an overwhelming 7-to-1,
men supported it by a more modest 2-to-1 margin.

A majority of participants also favored corporate
child care assistance. By the end of the Forums,
those who agreed that corporations should be re-
quired to provide child care assistance to their
employees outnumbered those who disagreed by
about 2-to-1. Once again, women supported this
proposal more often than men. While many men said
they favor the idea of corporate child care assistance,
they were more concerned about the cost of provid-
ing such services and its effect on corporate profits.

The central issue in the child care debate, says
Dana E. Friedman, founder of the Families and Work
Institute in New York, "is when personal problems
become public responsibilities." Judging from what
was said in these Forums, there is g'owing if some-

what mixed sentiment that care for preschool chi!,
dren should become a public responsibility to a
greater extent. While there is no clear consensus in
favor of universal public preschool programs, there
is strong support for expanding both the govern-
ment's role and the employer's role to help parents
take care of preschool children.

A Question of Quality
Eight out of ten Forum participants indicated that
there is an absence of high-quality, affordable child
care in their communities. During discussion, it
became clear that the biggest concern for many
parents, regardless of their income, is the absence of
high-quality child care services, not their cost.

Despite years of lobbying by children's advo-
cates, virtually no federal regulations cover the care
of young children. Each state makes its own rules,
which vary from strict enforcement of detailed li-
censing procedures to an absence of state-imposed
standards. In the Forums, as in Congress, the pros
and cons of federal regulation of child care proved to
be highly contentious. Some people said they fear
federal regulations may amount to little more than
bureaucratic red tape, and that confusing regulations
might drive some family day care providers out of
business. But a majority supported a more aggressive
federal role in guaranteeing quality in child care
facilities.

It is unconscionable, said a woman from Huron,
South Dakota, that, while the government regulates
the food we eat, the airlines, and most financial insti-
tutions, there is no quality standard for child care
centers. To protect America's children, she con-
cluded, "we need universal standards for day care."

Particular concern was expressed about the low
salaries paid to child care workers, and about high
staff turnover. The best way to improve child care,
said a woman from Lubbock, Texas, is to "raise the
salaries of child care workers so we can keep quali-
fied people in these positions."

Summarizing the result of discussion in Niles
Township, Illinois, on this point, the moderator
offered an accurate summary of the feelings of most
Forum participants nationwide. "ff we leave regula-
tion of child care facilities to the states, we'll have
50 different standards, and some states will have vir-
tually none. The main role of the federal government
should be to set standards about the qualifications of
day care workers and facilities. Good day care facili-
ties are good for society. It's time for the federal
government to play a role in setting standards."
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The Environment
at Risk:
Responding to
Growing Dangers
As the United States enters the 1990s, says William
K. Reilly, head of the Environmental Protection
Agency, "the country faces an array of environ-
mental problems even more daunting than the
pollution crises of the past generation." Having
achieved some success over the past 20 years in
reducing air and water pollution, the nation faces a
second generation of environmental problems that
are harder to cope with for several reasons. Many of
today's environmental hazards are less visit, le, and
thus more difficult to call to the public's attention.
Vafile they may pose a serious threat to human
health and the environment, no one sees acid rain,

carbon dioxide emissions, or ozone in the air.
Moreover, responsibility for many of today's

environmental hazards is widely shared. There
is a growing realization that virtually every-

one who owns a car, uses a power lawn-
mower, o_ electricity generated by

bunting fossil fuel contributes to the air
pollution problem.

Finally, many of today's environ-
mental problems are global in scope. Problems

such as the greenhouse effect arise because, of
worldwide habits, and their solution will require
international action.

Air pollution provides a vivid illustration of this
new generation of environmental problems. Because
the 101st Congress has been reexamining and
amending the Clean Air Act the first comprehen-
sive revision of that Act since 1977 it is a particu-
larly appropriate time for citizens to examine various
measures that might be taken to protect air quality, as
well as their costs and consequences. That is what
thousands of Forum participants did in discussions
about the environment that focused on four aspects
of the air pollution problem: urban smog, acid rain,
erosion of the ozone shield, and the greenhouse
effect.

The debate over clean air which in several
respects illustrates what is at issue in the broader



debate over environmental protection is about
how we should act in the face of scientific uncer-
tainty, which risks are acceptable risks, and what
actions are most promising as a way of reducing
pollution.

As reflected in the additional cost of the new
clean air measures contemplated in Congress,
Americans will almost certainly have to pay more for
environmental protection. But how much is too
much? In the name of environmental stewardship,
are individuals willing to give up certain conve-
niences (such as the freedom to drive gasoline-
powered vehicles when and where we please) as well
as other products and practices that are damaginv to
the environment?

As Forum participants addressed these questions,
they grappled with the same issues that members of
Congress have been considering as they rewrite the
Clean Air Act and make decisions that will affect air
quality in the United States for years to come.

Local Issues, Global Concerns
Recent polls have consistently shown that the Amer-
ican public is deeply concerned about the envi-
ronment. There is a widely shared sense that envi-
ronmental problems are getting worse, and public
efforts at the national level have been inadequate.

Over the past year, a wave of initiatives at state
and local level provides evidence of the public's
growin,i, preoccupation with environmental hazards.
This past May, for example, the Vermont legislature
passed the first law in the nation prohibiting motor
vehicle air conditioners from using chlorofluorocar-
bons, chemical coolants that nave been linked to
destruction of the ozone layer. In July, the City
Council in Irvine, California, passed a far-reaching
measure to control ozone-depleting chemicals. In a
sense, such local actions seem idealistic, even
quixotic, since the sacrifices they require will not
result in any special benefits to local citizens. But
these actions reflect a growing sense that more should
be done to prevent irreversible damage in the future.

That was one of the themes of the NIF discus-
sions. Most participants were deeply concerned
about damage to the environment. With regard to
each of the four air quality problems addressed,
Forum participants agreed overwhelmingly that these
are serious public problems.

Costs and Consequences
The sense of urgency conveyed by Forum partici-
pants generally corresponded to what national polls
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have found. Since 1981, the N.rw York Times/CBS
poll has on various occasions asked people whether
they agree that "protecting the environment is so
important that standards cannot be too high, and
continuing environmental improvements must be
made regardless of cost." Over the past nine years,
the percentage of Americans who agree with that
statement has increased from about 45 percent to
almost 80 percent.

But some elected officials see a problem. "Ev-
eryone realizes that we need to clean up tile environ-
ment," said California Representative Carlos
Moorhead at congressional hearings on clean air in
September. "But no one likes the costs." For this
reason, it is worth noting what took place in Forums
when participants looked at the projected costs and
consequences of three distinctive courses of action
on the environment.

Advocates of the first of three perspectives
examined in these Forums insist that tinkering with
existing technologies by adding emission cortrol
devices isn't enough. It is not realistic, they say, to
think that we can protect the environment while
using technologies that are inherently harmful. For
this reason, fundamental changes must be made
and made quickly even if they require significant
economic costs.

Advocates of a second perspective are convinced
that by camfully balancing economic protection with
economic growth, and by adopting new emission
control devices and energy-efficient technologies as
they become available, the nation can accomplish
what is necessary to keep pollution at acceptably low
levels without sacrificing economic growth.

From a third perspective, the most practical way
to protect the environment is not to ban certain
products and practices entirely, but to provide
economic incentives to remind producers and
consumers of environmental consequences, and to
encourage more prudent behavior. Using these three
perspectives as a framework for discussion, Forum
part. 'pants engaged in extended discussion about
wh,..a course of action should be taken.

There was considerable discussion of the cost of
measures intended to deal with urban smog and acid
rain. A participant in an Orange County, California,
Forum said he thought the President's clean air plan
aims too low. He cited an American Lung Associa-
tion report which concluded that without improved
cleanup efforts, Americans will face an additional
$40-50 billion in health-related costs each year.

Another man in that Forum responded by
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(pouting a report from the Business Roundtable,
which says that the clean air proposals now on the
table would force industry to pay annual pollution
control costs of as much as $100 billion a year. He
quoted a corporate executive who calls the Clean Air
Act amendments proposed in the 'senate "a multimil-
lion-dollar millstone being placed around the necks
of industry" in an attempt to gain "trivial environ-
mental protection improvements."

For all the discussion in these Forums about the
high cost of environmental protection, it is striking
that the consensus was that the nation should not
take a go-slow approach, carefully balancing costs
and environmental consequences. By the time the
Forums ended, that was the preferred course of
action for less than one-quarter of the participants.

In contrast, there was increasing support for the
first perspective, which advocates rapid and decisive
action, including immediate steps to move away
from the use of technologies that are damaging to the
environment. By the end of the Forums, this course
of action was supported by somewhat more than half
of the participants. In particular, it was the view of
Forum participants who are 45 or older.

Many people insisted that they are ready to take
individual responsibility for the environment, and to
change their daily habits to act more responsibly.
However, some felt that such changes are unrealistic.
As a participant in a Lincoln, Nebraska, Forum put
it: "It's hard enough to get people to make changes
in their diet to lower cholesterol. How are you going
to get people to make changes for the common
good? A lot of people don't even see me problem."

"Public apathy is the cause of many environ-
mental problems," said a female participant in the
Tampa area. "Most people aren't doing anything
because the problem hasn't touched them personally."
Still, the majority sentiment in that meeting, as in
many others, was that citizens must make changes in
their daily habits to protect the environment.

Marketplace Incentives
In another respect, the Forums provided a test of one
new approach to environmental protection using
market incentives to remind producers and consum-
ers of environmental consequences,

In recent years, there has been a growing sense
of frustration among environmentalists and policy
experts with the legalistic "command and control"
approach to environmental regulation. In its acid rain
provisions, the Bush administration's clean air bill
proposes an alternative: pollution permits that would
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allow businesses to choose the cheapest way to get
rid of pollutants.

To many Forum participants, marketplace
incentives were a new idea, and not a very appealing
one. As many people commented, it sounds like
giving permission to pollute when firms are wealthy
enough to afford the permits. As a general strategy
for dealing with environmental problems, only about
one in ten participants conch: tied that this is the best
course of action.

The Acid Rain Controversy
Discussions about acid rain and global warming
were interesting because of the light they shed on
how the public wants to proceed when faced with
scientific uncertainty.

Conflicts over acid rain have long divided the
nation, and they are a major reason why the Clean
Air Act has not been recently amended. The problem
is that what is good for one region is bad for another.
In the Northeastern states, which are on the receiving
end, reduced sulfur dioxide emissions mean lakes
saved or trout caught. In the Midwest, which is re-
sponsible for much of the high-sulfur coal mined and
home to many industries and utilities that use it as
fuel, reductions in sulfur dioxide mean lost jobs.

In another respect, at issue in the acid rain
controvegly is whether action should be taken before
environmental hazards are clearly established.
Scientists still debate how much damage acid rain
actually does to lakes, rivers, and trees. While some
forest areas have been damagedapparently by acid
rain other equally vulnerable areas show no signs
of damage, and scientists are unable to explain why.

Forum participants acknowledged these scien-
tific uncertainties, yet all but about 10 percent were



convinced of a need for action. Three out of ten
advocated rapid, immediate reductions in the use of
high-sulfur coal, even if it harms the midwestem
economy and leads to some layoffs But the view
held by slightly more than half of the Forum partici-
pants by the end of the Forums was that such mea-
sures should be phased in to minimize damage to the
midwestern economy.

So it appears that the President's proposed plan,
which calls for reducing sulfur dioxide emissions by
10 million tons each year, may be broadly shared.

Forecast: Global Warming
Scientific uncertainty is also a central issue in the
debate over the greenhouse effect. Some scientists
say that because of an accumulation of heat-trapping
gases in the atmosphere, global temperature will rise
by 3 to 8 degrees by the middle of the next century,
with catastrophic effects ranging from parched
farmland to coastal cities threaten:el by rising tides.
Others, however, question whether there is conclu-
sive proof that greenhouse effects are already
apparent. Even if global temperature rises by several
degrees over the next century, some question how
serious the effects will be.

Forum participants talked about the likely effects
of global warming and about the staggering costs of
measures to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. By the
end of the Forums, about half of the participants
were convinced that warming will cause slow,
incremental changes such as a gradual change in
the latitude at which certain crops can be grown. A
roughly equal number of people concluded with a
more pessimistic assessment that widespread flood-
ing, drought, and famine is likely.

If there was no agreement about probable effects
over the next 50-75 years, there was a clearly shared
understanding that global warming is extremely
serious a view shared by two-thirds of the partici-
pants and that immediate action is warranted. "By
the time scientists figure out what is happening,"
said a woman from Tennyson, Indiana "time for
effective action will have run out. Something has to
be done, starting now."

In this respect, the majority view of Forum par-
ticipants was unambiguous: if we wait for conclusive
proof before taking decisive action on such problems
as acid rain and the greenhouse effect, most people
agreed, it will be too late.

Mandate for Action
Just how should the country deal with global warm-
ing and sulfur dioxide emissions (ihe lion's share of
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which come from midwestem power plants) that
cause acid rain? Many Forum participants voiced
serious reservations about the use of nuclear power
plants as an alternative. In the Post-Forum ballots,
those who opposed building more nuclear power
plants outnumbered those who favored doing so by a
slight margin.

However, solar energy as an alternative fuel
source was regarded more favorably. Roughly three-
quarters of the participants favored increasing gov-
ernment funding to spur development of solar energy.

Here, too, as in drug crisis Forums, many people
indicated a willingness to pay more for a decisive
program of public action. "Let's do what is neces-
sary to protect the environment," said a inan from
Pittsburg, California, "even if it means slip,htiv
higher taxes." Just as most participants they
would agree to a tax increase of $50 to scar develop-
ment of solar energy, a two-thirds majority said they
would agree to a $50 tax increase to p ovide addi-
tional mass transit in urban area:, to reduce the air
pollution caused by gasoline-fueled vehicles.

Asked what message they would like to convey
to elected officials on the topic of environmental
protection, participants repeatedly voiced their
impatience, their sense that public action is inade-
quate to the dimensions of a growing problem.

Elected officials, said a man from Evansville,
Indiana, "are simply not making the environment a
priority." Addressing leaders, a man from Bath,
Indiana, said, "You are responsible not only for
representing the interests of your current constitu-
ents, but also for the well-being of future genera-
tions." The nation's leaders, said a woman from
Nashville, Tennessee, "snould lead and not follow
public opinion on environmental issues."
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FLORIDA Mendo ;a, Don Mader, Amilda Schnitz:us, George
C4ty of Savannah Oaxton C. C. Park Ridge, IL 50068

Jack, Elkin Terry Savannah, GA 31402 Des Plaines, IL 60016
Gulf Coast C.C. Voss, Joyce
Panama City, FL 32401 Pace Byrd, Katy Holmes, Zealy M. Park Ridge Pub. Lib.

Citizens Assembly First Fede.ated Ch. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Gilbert, Michael Savannah, GA 3:402 Edelstein, IL 615/6
Pensacola Junior Coll. ''elnpsey, Joanne
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Sacred Heart Catholic Ch. Elgin C. C. Pia, IL 61625
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Michigan City Pub. Lib.
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Zion United Ch. of Christ
Mt. Vernon, IN 47620
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Muncie Community Schools
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Ball State Univ.
Muncie, IN 47306
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UFM LOUISIANA Parcher, Mary
Lazarison, John C. Manhattan, KS 66502 Callahan Senior Cntr.
Des Moines Area C. C. Cunningham, Mary Framingham, MA 01701
Ankeny, IA 50021 S. Blaesi/S.Brock Diocese of Alexandria
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Carlson, Judy Wallace, KS 67761 Northern Essex C. C.
Iowa State Univ. Ext. Blaylock, Vernon Haverhill, MA 01830
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Mt. Sunflower Univ. Wilson, Pecki
Librarian, Head Wallace, KS 67761 MAINE Middlesex C. C.
Burlington Public Lib. Lowell, MA 01854
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Schulte, Ann Ragsdale, Gaut Brook lin, ME 04616 Randolph, MA 02368
Des Moines C. C. Northern Kentucky Univ.
Carroll, IA 51401 Covington, KY 41076 Librarian, Head Department, Social Studies

Curtis Memorial Lib. Brennan Coll.
Botha, Beverly Theissen, Sue W. Brunswick, ME 04011 Springfield, MA 01118
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402 Northern Kentucky Univ.

Covington, KY 41076 MARYLAND NIICHIGAN
Hoffman, Patti
Diocese of Davenport Carter, Bob De Nagy, Florence Hinsdale- Knisel, Ann
Davenport, IA 52804 Lexington C. C. Caroline Co. Public Lib. Adrian, MI 49221

Lexington, KY 40506 Denton, MI) 21629
Banyan, Steve Vern, Jan
Drake Univ. McCormick, Ted Kent, Ann Z. Project READ
Des Moines, IA 50315 Univ. of Kentucky Edgemere, MD 21219 Adrian, MI 49221

Lexington, KY 40506
Temple, Miriam Chelton, Mary Kay Travis, Anthony
Dept. of Ed. Meszaros, Peggy S. Dept. of Public Libraries Grand Valley State Coll.
Des Moines, IA 50319 Univ. of Kentucky Rockville, MD 20850 Allendale, MI 49401

Lexington, KY 40506
Cronin, Rosemary Davidson, Minna Cook, Cynthia G.
Univ. of Dubuque Portwood, Kitty Mont. Co. Comm. on Ham. Alpena Co. Ext. Ofc.
Dubuque, IA 52001 Lexington Pub. Lib,

Lexington, KY 40507
Rockville, MD 20850 Alpena, MI 49707

Welch, Sr. M. Leanne Sonner, Sandra Librarian, Head
Archdiocese of Dubuque Dakan, Bill/Janet Montgomery Coll. Northland Lib. Coop.
Dubuque, IA 52001 Univ. of Louisville Rockville, MD 20850 Alpena, MI 49707

Louisville, KY 40204
Slappey, Paul MASSACHUSETTS Watson, Virginia
Univ. of Iowa Dauhaucr, David Alpena-Monmorency-Algona
Iowa City, IA 52242 Louisville, KY 40220 Lopes. Marilyn Alpena, MI 49707

Barnstable Co. Ofc.
Agent, Ext. Kernel, Paul 13amstable, MA 02630 Agent, Ext.
Linn Co. Ext. Ofc. St. Francis of Assisi Ch. Coop. Ext. Svc.
Marion, IA 52302 Louisville, KY 40205 Baranek, Jeanne Atlanta, MI 49709

Univ. MA/Coop. Ext.
KANSAS Morrison, Gary Boston, MA 02114 Mar', Frances

Univ. of Louisville Kellogg C. C.
Baur, E. Jackson Louisville, KY 40292 Moroney, Sarah Battle Creek, MI 49017
Lawrence, KS 66044 Massachusetts Nurses Assn.

Canton. MA 02021
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MICHIGAN Weber, Sr, Aquinas Schick, Lester Nunney, Alison
Emeritus Coll. Coop. Ext. Svc. Troy Public Lib.

Birdsall, Kevin Grand Rapids, MI 49506 Muskegon, MI 49440 Troy, MI 48084
Learning Resource Cntr.
Benton Harbor, MI 49022 Director Coberly. Connie Lubin, Carol

Crawford Ausable Comm. Ed. YMCA Oakland C. C.
Nelson, Eric Grayling, MI 49738 Owosso, MI 48867 Union Lake, MI 48085
Southwest Michigan Greens
Bicksburg, MI 49097 Cooper, Phyllis Micheal, Julie MINNESOTA

Livingston Co. H. Ext. Coop. Ext. Svc.
Ellard, Mona J. Howell, MI 48843 Petoskey, MI 49770 Richards, Thomas C.
Coop. Ext. Svc. Normandale C. C.
Charlotte, MI 48813 Schultze, Jacque O'Connor, Karen Bloomington. MN 55431

Interlochen Pub. Lib. Waterford Twp. Public Lib.
Anderson, ACSN, Wry Interlochen, MI 49643 Pontiac, MI 48054 Willette, Linda
Marygrove Coll. Blue Earth Public Lib.
Detroit, MI 48221 Booth, Cheri Vuylsteke, Peggy Blue Earth, MN 56013

Gratiot Co. Ext. Ofc. St. Clair Co. Coop. Ext.
Hoover, Marilyn Ithaca, MI 48847 Port Huron, MI 48060 Peschong, Fern
Hattelbring Senior Cntr. Brooklyn Park, MN 55444
Flint, MI 48505 Anderson, Hugh V. Ongley, Betty

Kalamazoo, MI 49009 So. Central MI Comm, on Aging Korte-Castle, Virginia
Rosica, Francis X. Portage, MI 49002 MN Ext. Svc.
Cooper. Ext. Svc. Dept. Social Studies Carlton, MN 55718
Flint, MI 48504 Michigan Ed. Pol. Connolly. Jennifer

Lansing. MI 48909 O.P.C. Colhapp, Barbara
Dwyer, Timothy Rochester, MI 48063 Carver-Scott Coop. Cntr.
Diocese of Gaylord Mills, Aliene Chaska, MN 55318
Gaylord, MI 49735 Coop. Ext. Svc. Dye, Charles/Diana

Lapeer, MI 48446 Older Persons' Commission Niemi, Harriette
Bowers, Jack Rochester, MI 48063 Cloquet Public Lib.
Fountain Street Ch. Meloche, Richard C. Cloquet, MN 55720
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 SE Criminal Investigation Div. Bowman. Delano

Livonia, MI 48152 Bethel AME Ch. Stagg, Jane
Eschels, Carl Saginaw, MI 48601 Detroit Lakes VoTech
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 Christensen, Pamela Detroit Lakes, MN 56501

Ludington Pub. Lib. Gibson, Elizabeth R.
Harrison, William Ludington, MI 49431 DPA of Saginaw Schroeder, Janet
Coop. Ext. Svc. Saginaw. MI 48603 Duluth Public Lib.
Grand Rapids, MI 49505 Reau, Brenda Duluth, MN 55802

Monroe, MI 48161 Marsh, Duane
Hubbard, Liz Saginaw Co. C. C. Agent Extension
Godfrey Lee Comm. Ed. Librarian, Head Saginaw, MI 48607 Scott Co, Ext.
Grand Rapids. MI 49509 Macomb County Lib. Jordan, MN 55352

Mount Clemens, MI 48044 Rance, ()dahlia L.
Pierson, Daniel J. Saginaw Public School Gillespie, Margaret
Diocese of Grand Rapids Rudzinski, Marilyn Saginaw, MI 48607 Maple Grove Lib.
Grand Rapids, MI 49507 Mount Clemens. MI 48043 Maple Grove, MN 55369

Sz40a, Dorothy
Sims, Yvonne De Vergilio, Marsha Southfield Pub. Lib. Agent, Extension
Kent Ed. Cntr. Macomb Co. Literacy Proj. Southfield, MI 48034 Minnesota Ext. Svc.
Grand Rapids, MI 49504 Mount Clemens. MI 48004 McIntosh, MN 56556

Pobanz, Mary
:teele, Marilyn Dermranent, Social Studies Mich.Assn.-Ext. Homemakers Cavanagh, Eileen
Park Congregational Ch. Central Michigan Univ. Sturgis, MI 49091 Hennepin Co. Lib.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 Mt. Pleasant. MI 48859 Minnetonka, MN 55343

Miclock. .net M.

Thompson, Norma Ford, Richard Charles Coop. Ext. Svc. Spray. Doug
Senior Neighbors, Inc. Muskegon, MI 49441 Tawas City, MI 48764 Community Ed.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 Montevideo. MN 56265
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NIINNESOT A MISSISSIPPI NEBRASKA NEW JERSEY

Davies, Mary Whitehead, Anne Lane, Mari K. Ballai, Joseph/Elaine
School District 152 Carnegie Public Lib. Leadership Lincoln Alum. Assn. Soc. Svcs./West Windsor-NJ
Moorhead, MN 56560 Clarksdale, MS 38614 Lincoln, NE 68506 Hightstown, NJ 08520

Librarian, Head Bell, Donald L. Stevens, Georgia Klein, Norma
Lake Agassiz Regional Lib. Fondren Presbyterian Ch. Univ. of Nebraska Brookdale C. C.
Moorhead, MN 56560 Jackson, MS 39296 Lincoln, NE 68583 Lincroft, NJ 07738

Georgi, Shirley Carpenter, Barbara Harris, Carole W. Ruch, Frances
Westonka Adult Ed. Proj. Humanities Council Leadership Omaha Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
Mound, MN 55364 Jackson, MS 39211 Omaha, NE 68102

Ballai, Elaine W.
Hurley, Mary Weathersby, Kathryn Hwrziker-Rader, Kim New Jersey Dept. of Corr.
Wcstonka Adult Ed. Proj. Jackson State Univ. First Congregational Ch. Trenton, NJ 08625
Mound, MN 55364 Jackson, MS 39217 Omaha, NE 68131

LaFors, Nanette H.
Loegerir g, Jill Baxter, Kathy D. Ko. -, Steven Trenton, NJ 08691
Mounds View Adult Ed. Meridian C. C. Me. '2.
Mounds View, MN 55112 Meridian, MS 39307 68103 NEW MEXICO

Peters, Layton G. Washington, Charles W. McConnell, Gary A. Rizzuti, Berta
Catholic Pastoral Crtr. Stennis Institute of Govt. Omaha, NE 68154 Berino, NM 88024
New Ulm, MN 56073 N.ississippi State, MS 39762

Spellman, Connie Fisher, Don R.
Fair, Darlene Grisham, Sandra Leadership Omaha Central NM Corr. Fail.
Riverside United Methodist Ch. NW Mississippi Junior Coll. Omaha, NE 68102 Los Lunas, NM 87031
Park Rapids, MN 56470 Senatobia, MS 38668

Woods-Harris, Carole Harris, Barbara
Andol, Delores L. Manuel, O. Wendell Leadership Omaha Alumni Assn. Roswell Public Lib.
Roseau Co. Ext. Svc. Trinity Presbyterian Ch. Omaha, NE 68104 Roswell, NM 88201
Roseau, MN 56751 Starkville, MS 39759

NEVADA Smith, Cecil J.
Hennansen, Annette Gildea, Ray Corrections Dept.
Roseau Public Lib. Steens, MS 39766 Kerschner, Joan G. Santa Fe, NM 87501
Roseau, MN 56751 Nevada State Lib./Archives

MISSOURI Carson City, NV 89705 NEW YORK
Martinka, Diane
MCF-Shakopee McFarland, Mary A. Gray, Robert Knower, Sara
Shakopee, MN 55379 Parkway School District White Pine Co. Lib. NY State Ed. Dept.

Chesterfield, MO 63017 Ely, NV 89301 Albany, NY 12234
Pearson, Peter
Minnesota Adult Literacy Zahner, Stephen Green, Lee Demtrak, Callie D.
St Paul, MN 55104 Independence Neighbor Cncl. Las Vegas Clark Co. Lib. Dist. SUNY-Binghamton

Independence, MO 64050 Las Vegas, NV 89109 Binghamton, NY 13901
Birmingham, Mary
Metro-Net Graber, 0' Ray Fuller, Elaine Cower, Jeanne
St. Paul, MN 55101 Natl. Conf. of Christians/Jews Reading Cntr. of No. Nevada Brooklyn Public Lib.

St. Louis. MO 63101 Reno, NV 89502 Brooklyn, NY 11213
Dayton, Dianne C.
St. Paul, MN 55126 Olin, Julia A. Kochendorfer, Meg Director

OASIS Stateline, NV 89449 Ofc. of Catholic Ed.
Weir, Dennis St. Louis, MO 63105 Brooklyn, NY 11220
Minnesota Corr. Fac. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Stillwater, MN 55082 MONTANA Fish, Richard E.

Librarian, Head Brooklyn Public Lib.
Scott, Thomas L. Tucker, Jim Tracy Memorial Lib. Brooklyn, NY 11213
Plum Creek Lib. System Diocese of Helena New London, NH 03257
Worthington, MN 56187 Helena, MT 59624
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NEW YORK Mcllhermy, Doris Reinecke, Liz Riley, David M.
Flower Hill T.C. Nat]. Conf. Christians and Jews Ofc. of Religious Ed.

Zalewska, Sr. Georgette Port Washington, NY 11050 Greensboro, NC 27401 Cincinnati, OH 45202
Ofc. of Catholic Ed.
Brooklyn, NY 11220 Napper, Jean Fritz, Clarence Coordinator, Project

Port Washington U. Free S.D. Seekers Sunday School Class League of Women Voters
Department, Ed. Port Washington, NY 11050 Raleigh, NC 27612 Columbus, OH 43215
Hudson Corr. Facility
Hudson, NY 12534 Annunziata, Frank NORTH DAKOTA McLaughlin, Cynthia

Rochester Inst. of Tech. State Lib.
Wexler, Clifford E. Rochester, NY 14623 Hamann, Marjorie Columbus, OH 43266-0334
Columbia Greene C. C. North Dakota State Univ.
Hudson, NY 12534-0327 Groff, Suzanne Fargo, ND 58105 Shanahan, Mark

Rochester, NY 14624 OAQDA
Branman, Edith 01110 Columbus, OH 43215
Queens Borough Pub. Lib. Nygreen, Glen
Jamaica, NY 11432 Scarsdale, NY 10583 Wentzel, Sr. Eileen Department, Ed.

St. Hilary Ch. Mt. Enon Baptist Ch.
Sharp. William Department, Ed. Akron, OH 44313 Dayton, OH 45407
Roger Tory Peterson Inst.
Jamestown, NY 14701

Arthur Kill Corr. Fac,
Staten Island, NY 10309 Gruber, Steve Director, Ed.

Western Ohio Kappans Grace United Methodist Ch.
ilead, Jr., Deo Julian, Joseph V. Arcanum, OH 45304 Dayton, OH 45406
LaGrangeville, NY 12540 Syracuse Univ.

Syracuse, NY 13244 Harrison, Richard Director, Ed.
Hertz, Six: Ohio Univ. Belmont United Methodist
Larchmont, NY 10538 NORTH CAROLINA Athens, OH 45701 Dayton, OH 45420

Norcott, Maryann Frazer, Joanne McCabe, Valaria Duncan, Dick
Long Beach, NY 11561 John Neumann Catholic Ch. Athens, OH 45701 Greater Dayton Court. Ch.

Charlotte, NC 28227 Dayton, OH 45405
Struhbeck, Carole Mueninghoff, Elaine
St. Mary's Ch. Kelley, Margaret S. Phi Delta Kappa Findley, Irene
New Albany, NY 47150 Central Piedmont C. C. Batavia, OH 45031 Assumption Ch.

Charlotte, NC 28235 Dayton, OH 45406
Colon, Laura Williams, Karen
New Paltz, NY 12561 Smith, Susan Clermont Coll. Fleenor, John

Western No. Car. Tomorrow Batavia, OH 45103 Fairmont Presbyterian
Dahlberg, Jane Cullowhcc, NC 28723 Dayton, OH 45414
Empire State Coll. Director, Ed.
Yew York, NY 10012 Speller, Jr., Benjamin F. Bethel Lutheran Ch. Greer, Diane J.

Schl. of Lib. & Infl. Sci. Bellbrook, OH 45305 Leadership Dayton
Holmes, Grace Durham, NC 27707 Dayton, OH 45402
Community Devel. Agency Ed. Director
New York, NY 10007 Jeffries, Mary United Ch. of Christ Manias, Sister

Fayetteville State Univ. Brecksville, OH 44141 Ofc. of Religious Ed.
Rhodes, Rhoda Fayetteville, NC 28301 Dayton, OH 45402
Metro/Suffolk Association Chappell, Janice L.
New York, NY 10015 Cope, Jo Ann Phi Delta Kappa Mayer, Laurel A.

Agricultural Ext. Svc. Centerville, OH 45459 Sinclair C. C.
HeLlerrnan, Leon Franklin, NC 28734 Dayton, OH 45402
North Bellmore, NY 11710 Friel, Patricia

Dollahite, David McGough, SusanU.C.Clermont Coll.
Glick, I. David Univ. of North Carolina Cincinnati, OH 45208 Univ. of Dayton
Pennlield Lib. Greensboro, NC 27412 Dayton, OH 45469
Oswego, NY 13126 Neff, Edwin

Meyers, Peter St. John's Ch. of Christ Tenhundfeld, Claire
Syrell, Linda A. N. Carolina A & T Si. Univ. Cincinnati, OH 45233 Sacred Heart of Jesus Ch.
Suny- Oswego Greensboro, NC 27411 Fairfield, OH 45014
Oswego, NY 13126
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0111( Taylor, Floyd 7.aums, John SOUTH CAROLINA
Norman, OK 73069 Clarks Summit, PA 18411

Carroll, Sr. Mary Calhoun, Angie
St. Joseph Parish Sasser, Sue Lynn Street, Joseph Technical Coll. of Low Co.
Fremont, OH 43420 Oklahoma Council on Econ. Ed. Diocese of Erie Beaufort, SC 29901

Stillwater, OK 74078 Erie, PA 16504
Sarachene, 0.P., Sister Dorothy Ellen, Dawn F.
St. Michael Ch. Caug:ilin, Sally Agent, Extension Lee Co. Public Lib.
Independence, CH 44131 Tonkawa Public Lib. Union Co. Coop. Ext. Bishopville, SC 29010

Tonkawa, OK 74653 Lewisburg, PA 17837
Abrams-Black, Michele Boykin, Catherine G.
Middletown Area C of C OREGON Reynders, John Charleston Co. Lib.
Middletown, OH 45042 Allegheny Coll. Charleston, SC 29403

Williams, Donald V. Meadville, PA 16335
Fuller, James Beaverton, OR 97007 Breibart, Sara
Central Ohio Tech. Coll. Woods, Nancy Charles Co. Lib.
Newark, OH 43055 Feik, Dale Pennsylvania St. Univ. Charleston, SC 29403

Toastmasters Monaca, PA 15061
Cooper-Garrad, Melissa Forest Grove, OR 97116 Library, Charleston Co.
Miami Univ. Sheehan, Ann Charleston, SC 29403
Oxford, OH 45056 Floyd, Theresa Berks Community TV

Diocese of Oregon Reading, PA 19601 Ackerman, Tom
Hart, Bill Forest Grove, OR 97116 SC Assoc. of Adult Ed.
Edison State C. C. Bieber, A. Columbia, SC 29210
Piqua, 011 45356 Extension Agent Lehigh Co. C. C.

Yiunhill Co. Ext. Svc. Schnecksvillc, PA 18070 Pitts, i'ancy
Pierron, Jane McMinnville, OR 97128 S.C. Dept of Corr.
Catholic Archdiocese Gauger, John H. Columbia, SC 29210
Sidney, OH 45365 Burridge, Judy Lehigh Co. C. C.

OSU Yamhill Co. Ext. Svc. Schnecksville, PA 18078 Librarian, Head
Chapman, Jr., Jay McMinnville, OR 97128 Georgetown Co. Memorial
Phi Delta Kappa Braune, Christine Georgetown, SC 29442
Springfield, OH 45502 Logemann, Wayne State Coil., PA 16801

Clackamas C. C. Brown, Barbara A.
Koogler, Nadine Oregon City, OR 97045 Desmond., Nancy E. Sumter, SC 29154
Phi Delta Kappa State Coll. Area School
Springfield, OH 45504 Brenner, Lea State Coll., PA 16801 SOUTH DAKOTA

Cedar Mill Comm. Lib.
Palkert, Sr. Lois Anne Portland, OR 97229 Bowen, Cathy Olson, Lynette
Lourdes Coll. Penn State Univ. Brookings. SD 57007
Sylvania, OH 43560 Caruso, Tom Univ. Park, FA 16802

Catholic Charities Christiansen, Chery'_.rn
Berning, Julia Portland, OR 97214 Walker, Robert A. Hughes Co.
League of Women Voters Pennsylvania State Univ. Pierre, SD 57501
Toledo, OH 43620 Switzer, John Univ. Park, PA 16802

O'Neill, Dan
Cedar Mill Comm. Lib.
Portland, OR 97229 RHODE ISLAND

Director,
Adult Svcs. and Aging

Youngstown State Univ. Pierre. sn 57501
Youngstown, OH 44555 Doak, Wesley A. Perry, Catherine

Oregon State Lib. E. Providence Substance Abuse Merfeld, Homer
OKLAHOMA Salem, OR 97310 East Providence, RI 02914 Canyon Lake Senior Cntr.

Rapid City, SD 57701
Caldwell, Jean Kuzlik, Daniel E. Toner, Valerie
Central State Univ. Ofc. of Fed., State /Com. Rel. East Providence Public Lib. TENNESSEE
Edmond, OK 73034 Salem, OR 97302 East Providence, RI 02914

Gilmore, Vern
Moschak, Alice PENNSYLVANIA Hill, Ann D. Leadership Arlington
Muskogee Public Lib. St. Martin de Porres Sr. Cntr. Arlington, TN 76010
Muskogee, OK 74401 Wolf, Rebecca Providence, RI 02907

Lehigh Co. Coop. Ext.
Allentown, PA 18104
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TENNESSEE Langford, Margaret McKeithen. J. Harold Anderson. Faye
El Paso, TX 79932 Hidenwood Presbyterian Ch. Family & Children's Cntr.

Department, Social Studies Newport News, VA 23606 Tacoma, WA 98447
Chattanooga State C. C. Nelson, Blaine W.
Chattanooga, TN 37406 El Paso C. C. Director McDowell, Bruce

El Paso, TX 79998 Prof. Council on Aging Tacoma Community House
Thompson, Roger Norfolk, VA 23502 Tacoma, WA 98405
U.T./Chattanooga Zimct, Jule M.
Chattanooga, TN 37402 Leadership El Paso Holman, Alice Wutzke, Marie

El Paso, TX 79924 Fairfax Co. Public Schools Pacific Lutheran Univ.
Porter, W. Jean Oakton, VA 22124 Tacoma, WA 98447
Tennessee Tech. Univ. Reiff, Joan
Cookeville, TN 38505 Senior Citizen Svcs. McLendon, Lennox WEST VIRGINIA

Fort Worth, TX 76102 Dept. of Ed.
Champion, Lynn Richmond, VA 2 Bittner, Carol L.
Univ. of TN Knoxville Carpenter, Kathryn Mineral Co. Schools
Knoxville, TN 37996 St. Stephen Presbyterian Morris, Barbara-lyn B. Keyser, WV 26716

Ft. Worth, TX 76109 Leadership Metro Richmond
DePugh, Diana Richmond, VA 23219 Ambrose, Jean
So. Regional Joint Board Crim, Jul Walker, WV 26180
Knoxville, TN 37917 Ft. Worth, TX 76107 Camp, Amos/Emclina

Kiwanis International WISCONSIN
Wayland, Henry Carlon, Joyce Vienna, VA 22180
Knoxville, TN 37931 Texas Ag. Svc. Dept. Social Studies

Houston, TX 77084 Matzerath, Roger Fox Valley Tech Inst.
Bailey, Stay St. Marks Ch. Appleton, WI 54913
Memphis, TN 38114 Anderson, Betty Vienna, VA 22181

Lubbock, TX 79416 Muench, David
Ed. Director Hannum, Loretta Coop. Ext.-Outaganne
Diocese of Memphis Hise, Martha Williamsburg, VA 23185 Appleton, WI 54911
Memphis, TN 38174 Continuing Ed.

Lubbock, TX 79409 Smith, Bruce Brew, Jean
Judy, John M. Woodbridge, VA 22191 Coop. Ext. Svc.
Tennessee Valley Auth. Barger. Hal Baraboo, WI 53913-0049
Norris, TN 37828 Trinity Univ. WASHINGTON

San Antonio, TX 78284 Wedin, Mary
TEXAS Cowan. David C. amp Douglas, WI 54618

Minkley, Rita Peninsula Coll.
Fulton, Susan Archdiocesan Catech. Cntr. Clallam Bay, WA 98326 Fulleylovc -Krau, Faden
Arlington, TX 76017 San Antonio, TX 78228 UW Ext.

Muat, Roger Chilton, WI 53014
Carpenter, Gordon R. Matthews, Carolyn Liberty Lake, WA 99019
Hatton W. Sumners Fdn. Klein Mother's Club Department, Social Studies
Dallas, TX 75201 Spring, TX 77373 Norby, Paula Chippewa Valley Tech. Coil.

Pierce Coll./Cedar Creek Eau Claire, WI 54701
Cribb, Elizabeth VIRGINIA Littlerock, WA 98556
Texas Lib. Assn. Crabb, Janice
Dallas, TX 75248 Department, Social Studies Jenny, Suzanne President PCCW, St. Ansgar's

Mountain Empire C. C. Edmonds C. C. Ettrick, WI 54627
Cooke. Daniel Big Stone Gap, VA 24219 Lynnwood, WA 98036
Univ. of Texas/El Paso Felts-Grabarski, Edith A.
El Paso, TX 79968 Ellis. Delores Eakins, Jean Coop. Ext. Svc.

Ext. Home Econ. Archdiocese of Seattle Friendship, WI 53934
Director Blacksburg, VA 24060 Seattle. WA 98104
El Paso Public Lib. Greenwald, Louise
El Paso, TX 79901 Cockley, Suzanne Wills, Betty Jane St. William Parish

Harrisonburg, VA 22801 Seattle, WA 98125 Janesville, WI 53545
Knott, Mary
Leadership El Paso Wells, Mary W. Mercy, S.S., Fr. Richard Haag. Betty
El Paso, TX 76012 VA Coop. Ext. Svc. Kateri NW Ministry Ins. Jefferson County

Isle of Wight, VA 23397 Spokane, WA 99207 Jefferson, WI 53549
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WISCONSIN Thomas, Peg Hug, Barbara Rew Stapleton, Cheryl
Dane Co. Juneau Co. Ext. Ofc. Columbia Co.

Richard, Gordon D. Madison, WI 53713-1497 Mausto-, WI 53948 Portage, WI 53901

Diocese of LaCrosse
LaCrosse, WI 54602 Voss, Bonnet L. Lestina, Mary Home Economist, Ext.

Wisconsin Conference Ch. Milwaukee, WI 53218 Coop. Ext. Svc.

Dornisch. Loretta Madison, WI 53713 Sparta, WI 54656

Edgewood Coll. Lou, Rev. Robert
Madison, WI 53711 Winkler, Carol Adult - Family Ministry Extension Agent

Coordinator Schoenstatt Height Milwaukee, WI 53207 Natl.Ext. Homemakers Cncl., Inc.

Lembke, Sharon Madison, WI 53716 Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

MATC - Madison Prendergast, Joan
Madison, WI 53704 Van Dreel, Sr. Mary Gabriel Catholic Ch. Vinje, Marcia

Silver Lake Coll. Monroe, WI 53566 St. Andrew's Ch.
McBride, Jack Manitowoc, WI 54220 Verona, WI 53593
Diocese of Madison Rosenkranz, Donna
Madison, WI 53703 Vizenor, Teresa Marquette Co. Kelly, Fr. Daniel J.

Marinette Co. Montello, WI 53949 Bureau of Prisons

Miller, Lorna M. Marinette, WI 54143 Oxford, WI 53952
Univ. of Wisc.-Madison
Madison, WI 53706
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"I know no safe

depository of the

ultimate powers of the

society but the people

themselves; and if we

think them not

enlightened enough to

exercise their control

with a wholesome

discretion, the remedy

is not to take it from

them, but to inform

their discretion by

education."



CITIZEN COMMENT. .

THE DRUG CRISIS

"Something needs to be done now. Let's start at the source in Colombia and Bolivia, and
pay farmers to stop growing illicit drugs."

Troy, Ohio

"Let's stop pulling on a priltical show that makes it look as if we're doing something in
Colombia. We have to solve the problem where the demand exists, in our country."

Marietta, Ohio

"We've got to send a message to the drug dealers. They need to know that we will not
tolerate the destruction of our community and our country. We will take any measures
possible to stop them."

West Palm Beach, Florida

"Educating kids is the key. If they knew the effects and the dangers, they might think twice
before getting involved."

Long Beach, California

THE DAY CARE DILEMMA

"We should learn from the Europeans and catch up with the times. Working women with
children need child care options."

Indianapolis, Indiana

"Being a good mother to a young child is the most important job in the world."
Indianapolis, Indiana

"Universal day care for all preschool children, supported in part by the federal
government, is needed. It is needed to enable young children to develop, to permit women
to pursue careers on an equal basis, to relieve parental stress on the job, to enable families
to have an adequate income, and to ensure an adequate number of workers for a strong
economy."

Pekin, Illinois

"Raise the salaries of child care workers so we can keep qualified people in these
positions."

Lubbock, Texas

THE ENVIRONMENT AT RISK

"It's hard enough to get people to make changes in their diet to lower cholesterol. How
are you going to get people to make changes for environmental problems?"

Lincoln, Nebraska

"Let's do what is necessary to protect the environment, even if it means slightly higher
taxes."

Pittsburg, California

"The nation's leaders should lead and not follow public opinion on environmental issues."
Nashville, Tennessee

"Most p, ,iple aren't doing anything because the problem hasn't touched them personally."
Tampa, Florida


